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Alinda Nortje 

“Free To Grow was founded 
in 1994 to bring healing and 
hope to people in organisations 
and communities. While this 
focus on personal growth and 
transformation remains at the 
core of our work, our products 
and services have evolved 
over the years. We now offer a 
comprehensive package addressing 
the needs of people as well as 
those of their organisation.”

Our Contribution

How we contribute:

Unleash leadership potential at the lower rungs of the 
leadership ladder and develop the ability to lead and engage, 
face-to-face and remotely, at all levels

Nurture an agile and engaged culture that drives the 
organisation forward

Enhance psychological capital in individuals and develop the 
desire and ability to perform and contribute at their peak

Create a sustainable impact and value for local communities 
and society at large.

Listen to the story of why  
Free To Grow was created,  
as told by Alinda Nortje, 
Founder and CEO

Free To Grow partners with organisations in shaping and 
sustaining a culture of employee wellbeing, growth and 
engagement.

Strengthen respect, trust, understanding and a sense of 
belonging in teams 

https://freetogrow.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4yKzVZg_os
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4yKzVZg_os
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4yKzVZg_os
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4yKzVZg_os


Our offering: Shaping culture and strengthening engagement

Build psychological capital (hope, ownership, 
optimism, resilience) and basic business 
acumen, strengthen their connection with the 
organisation and their motivation to contribute

WorkQ® (2 days)

Create a common vision around culture and employee 
engagement and increase commitment to fulfill 
their role in leading and driving engagement

SHAPE (4 hours)
Execs & Snr 
managers

Staff

Develop skills to create a positive working environment 
through leading by example, caring, making work 
meaningful and giving meaningful recognition and 
feedback

LeadQ®  (2 days)
Frontline 
leaders

Middle 
managers

Inspire leaders to walk the engagement talk and 
equip them with skills to embed engagement 
practices as part of the culture

Engaging Leadership (3 days)

Detailed Culture & Engagement e-profile

Case study of the impact of our Engagement programmes at 
Coca-Cola Devland

To win in the marketplace, you 
must first win in the workplace.
Doug Conant, CEO of Campbell’s Soup

Getting employees on board – connected, committed and fully contributing – is one of the biggest challenges 
facing organisations today.

We support organisations to win in the marketplace and win in the workplace through aligning the hearts and 
minds of employees to the goals and strategies of the organisation. 

Our programmes strengthen the 4 P’s critical to engagement: understanding the Purpose and big Picture, buying 
into the Plan to help the organisation thrive and being internally motivated to play their Part.  

At the same time we equip leaders at all levels to create and sustain a high engagement, inclusive and 
collaborative culture where employees experience that they are valued, cared for and empowered to be their best 
and do their best work. Our approach to engagement is therefore an inside-out as well as outside-in one.

https://freetogrow.com/
https://freetogrow.com/culture-engagement/
https://freetogrow.com/culture-engagement/
https://freetogrow.com/culture-engagement/
https://freetogrow.com/leadership-development/#programmes
https://freetogrow.com/employee-engagement-eprofile/
https://freetogrow.com/ccbsa-case-study/
https://freetogrow.com/ccbsa-case-study/
https://freetogrow.com/culture-engagement/


White paper: First-line leaders: The weak link in the 
engagement chain

Free To Grow White Paper

Getting your people on board
:

Our offering: Leadership development

Our practical and inspirational leadership development programmes are focused on the 
heart of leadership – having the desire, wisdom and compassion plus the skills to lead in a 
way that brings out the best in others and mobilises them to excel. 

We have four flagship leadership development programmes each bringing together 
carefully selected nuggets from the fields of neuroscience and leadership and targeting it to 
the learning needs of the specific group.

1. EmpowHER: An inspring development journey for high potential women at the 
early stages of their leadership careers, focusing on the personal, interpersonal and 
professional skills that will propel them forward. The women’s growth is complemented 
by a parallel programme that equips their leaders/mentors to support their development.  
EmpowHER e-profile

2. LEADConnect: An innovative learning journey to equip leaders with the mindset, 
skills and practical tools to connect, inspire and engage in the remote/hybrid work 
environment. Presented in 10 digestible chunks of 90 mins each.  
LEADConnect e-profile

3. SCORE: A transformational leadership journey equipping first-line leaders for one of 
the most challenging turns in the leadership pipeline while providing their immediate 
leaders with the knowledge and skills to support their growth and performance.  
More details

4. Coach 2 Excel: A cutting-edge programme that equips managers with the tools and 
techniques to bring out the best in their teams, unlock potential and motivate them to 
maximise their performance.  
More details

You get the best effort from others 
not by lighting a fire beneath them, 
but by building a fire within.
Bob Nelson

https://freetogrow.com/supervisor-readiness-to-engage/
https://freetogrow.com/supervisor-readiness-to-engage/
https://freetogrow.com/
https://freetogrow.com/empowher/
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https://freetogrow.com/leadership-development/#programmes
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Getting your people on board
:

Our offering: Individual and Team development

1. Staying Strong: Equips employees to cope with stress and persevere during tough 
times. Its focus is on strengthening resilience, optimism and ownership – a mindset 
that will positively impact employees’ work and lives. Also available as an innovative 
video-based toolkit for leaders to use in team conversations. 
Staying Strong e-profile

2. Pathfinder (personal mastery): A blend of the most pertinent aspects of personal 
mastery and EQ to equip people to live and work at their peak. Includes attention to 
self-awareness, mindset, managing emotions, personal purpose and personal brand.

3. LifeQ (‘Lifeskills on steroids’): A transformational personal empowerment 
programme for shopfloor employees. Develops psychological capital (hope, 
resilience, optimism and efficacy) as well as self-esteem and ownership, promoting 
proactive self-development, enhancing quality of life and a heightened sense of  
wellbeing.  
Short video on LifeQ

4. Money Sense: Empowers people to take ownership of their finances by:
• Creating a positive and responsible attitude towards money
• Providing practical knowledge as a foundation for informed decision-making
• Building essential skills to handle money effectively. 

5. New Growth: A powerful programme that helps employees who are facing a 
traumatic turn in their work journeys to find the will and the way to pursue a new 
direction.

Individual Development

Team Development

Change is a 
door that needs 
to be opened 
from the inside.
French proverb

TeamQ: Increases mutual respect, understanding, openness and cohesion in teams.

3 minute video on the approach and impact on shopfloor level

https://freetogrow.com/
https://freetogrow.com/covid-19-offerings/staying-strong/
https://freetogrow.com/staying-strong-e-profile/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZvlC9x_uFg
https://freetogrow.com/our-offerings/individual-team-development/
https://freetogrow.com/our-offerings/individual-team-development/
https://freetogrow.com/our-offerings/individual-team-development/
https://freetogrow.com/our-offerings/individual-team-development/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWDbEY4Ldes&t=90s


Charmaine Boshoff

“You guys are truly best 
in your class when it 
comes to shop floor 
communication and 

learning. Our relationship with 
Free To Grow goes back many, 
many years so we came to love, 
respect and deeply value the role 
you play.”

Video with examples of how we applied our learning 
principles in developing a COVID-19 Toolkit for shopfloor 
workers

Extract from our Staying Strong personal workbook to get an 
idea of our visual communication style and how we share 
practical wisdom

Our signature strengths

“It’s not what we pour into people that is 
important, but what we plant in them.”  
Alinda Nortje

1.  Our art and passion: Transformative 
learning methodology

Creating programmes that offer learners a stimulating and 
meaningful learning experience that change mindset and 
behaviour is our art and our passion. 
Through 30 years of experimentation and research in the field 
of learning and communication we have developed an unique, 
image-rich methodology that brings across messages in a fresh 
way that makes them stick. 
This methodology is impactful across all job levels and helps to 
create a common language in organisations. 

Group Learning & Development Executive

Video introducing a few of our facilitators

2.  Our pride: Passionate, highly skilled 
facilitators 

We have taken great care in selecting and growing our team of 
facilitators. The diversity in the team enables us to  
create an excellent match in terms of different target groups, 
industries and needs, ensuring that the learning experience is 
optimised.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOL7nuqFpaM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOL7nuqFpaM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOL7nuqFpaM
https://freetogrow.com/our-offerings/learning-methodology/#stayingstrong
https://freetogrow.com/our-offerings/learning-methodology/#stayingstrong
https://freetogrow.com/our-offerings/learning-methodology/#stayingstrong
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gvtmHm9cPI
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What our clients’ say…

Moses Lubisi 
Supply Chain Excellence Manager

“When implemented at Devland, Free To Grow worked like magic. 
The level of commitment and ownership of our staff and team leaders 
increased dramatically. Performance improved significantly and 
relationships - including with the union - were much more collaborative 
than before. There indeed has been a remarkable transformation.” 

“Free To Grow as a service provider and the impact of their 
programmes are, in one word, phenomenal!!! When they 
work with you they take your mission and values and put it 
under their armpit. They make it their own.”

Reubenette Motloheloa
Global Lead: Leadership Development and Learning

Tanya Long

“We are blown away by the impact. Your programmes, delivery 
and team are a cut above the rest. You have taken the time to 
understand our company and journey with us.”

Head: Technical Training, Medscheme, AfroCentric Group

“I first contracted Free To Grow in 1996 for a large-scale City of Cape 
Town Lifeskills intervention. Ever since, I have recommended  
Free To Grow wherever I worked and consulted, including the mining 
and health care industries. Everyone leaves a better person, after 
attending a FTG course.” 

Elna Trautmann

Going beyond

“The impact on our people is visible in the way they now 
talk and behave, it clearly indicates that the effect is lasting. 
Not all training has this effect on so many people. It was 
great to see this leading to improvement in areas such as 
stock losses, overtime and damages.”

Jurie Schoeman
Operations Executive, Vector Logistics. RCL FoodsChief Operating Officer, Argility

Senior Learning and Development Specialist, NWU

“Having experienced Free To Grow’s programmes years ago, 
I know the value of their methodology. Engaging them a 
decade later - and this time virtually - it’s great to find their 
methodology as impactful as ever. People are impressed!”

Keitumetse Moagi

https://freetogrow.com/


Annelie Govender
HR Director, Vector Logistics, RCL Foods

“Your commitment to making our culture journey a success 
has continuously exceeded our expectations. You have become 
a trusted resource and partner. Your enthusiasm, keenness to 
collaborate and customise, in-depth knowledge of culture and 
employee engagement and dedication to our needs as well 
as ability to supply us with innovative design solutions within 
the means of our budget makes working with your team an 
absolute pleasure.”

“We have a real gem in this programme. We are extremely 
impressed with how the programme is put together and 
presented. It is innovative, comprehensive, fresh and 
meaningful and the impact is tremendous. It can deliver a step 
change in management of diversity to ensure RCL Foods have 
the right number of talented women available at all times.
Thank you Free To Grow for your big contribution in designing 
this programme, facilitating it with such skill and love and 
supporting us throughout the journey.”

Japie Greyling

“We see daily benefits of this wonderful programme. We can 
see people growing stronger in mind, body and soul. This is the 
best 15 week workout we’ve ever been on.” 

Hospital General Manager at Mediclinic Newcastle

Deputy Director: Western Cape Government Health, 
Institutional Management Support

“We have been using Free To Grow’s since 2013. The impact 
exceeded my expectations – we’ve had tangible proof of success 
once the interventions were completed in all our facilities; in 
many cases within a matter of months. All the facilities that 
participated are now among the higher performing facilities in 
the Western Cape Government Health. In government we look 
for value for money and with Free To Grow we have found this.”

Tracey Douglas

Going beyond

Ansa Du Toit
Learning and Development Manager, Food Division, RCL Foods

What our clients’ say…

https://freetogrow.com/


Why partner with Free To Grow?

28 years….35 countries…1400 organisations…108 316 people Some of our clients

Option of 
developing bespoke 
programmes

Co-created solutions

Flexible implementation options  
(Face-to-face, Virtual  
or Train the Trainer)

Innovative design, 
high impact 
methodology

BBBEE Level 2

QMS

Experienced and 
diverse team

African footprint

To explore how this could work for you, contact Alinda Nortje, Founder and CEO of Free To Grow | +27 82 852 6323 | alinda@ftgsa.co.za |  www.freetogrow.com
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